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INTRODUCTION 

 

 River surveys were designed to assess the quality and state of the land and 

water to help improve the watershed as a whole.  They play a key role in identifying 

areas of concern which help the efficiency and effectiveness of the work to be done on 

the surveyed area.  Without such surveys the enhancement crews that perform the 

enhancement work would be at a loss when it comes to knowing which areas need 

immediate work and which can be left alone. 

 

 The Winter River-Tracadie Bay survey was based on ten major elements.  These 

elements included fish habitat, springs, blockages to flow, impediments to fish passage, 

siltation sources and deposits, brush mat areas, fish spawning areas, planting areas, 

danger trees and road crossings. 

 

 The watershed included all areas that drain into the Winter River and each of the 

ten elements were kept in mind when traversing the river and all of its feeder streams.  

The data was compiled and organized into a report to best portray the condition of the 

Winter River-Tracadie Bay watershed and to pinpoint areas of concern. 
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METHODS 

 

 Equipment used for the survey included, a Garmin GPS [global positioning 

system] handheld device, a field notebook, a compass, a map of the watershed, chest 

waders, a canoe and a digital camera.  A two man crew traversed the Winter River and 

all of its feeder streams looking for the ten major elements and anything else that was 

thought to be of importance.   

 

 At each area where one of the ten elements were present a GPS point was 

taken.  This was done to help the summer crew doing the enhancement work get to a 

precise location.  Once the GPS point was taken it was given a code to identify it from 

other points and field notes on the area were recorded.  Field notes included such 

things as which of the ten elements were present, to what level of significance they 

were and possible improvement comments.  At this point a digital photograph was taken 

with scale to help illustrate exactly what was there. 

 

 The level of significance was based on three different categories taken by 

subjective measurements.  The categories were ‘minor’, ‘moderate’ and ‘major’ where 

minor would be the least significant and major would be the most significant.   

 

 In the case of fish habitat minor refers to having either undercut, rock bottom, 

riffles, or shade.  Moderate refers to having 2-3 of those elements and major refers to 

having all of them.   
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 For springs minor refers to a spring less than 5 cm [centimeters] deep by 10 cm 

wide, moderate is 5 cm by 10 cm to 10 cm by 25 cm and major is anything greater than 

10 cm by 25 cm.   

 

 For blockages to flow [which is mainly referred to as removal areas in the field 

notes] minor refers to a small amount of blockage, less than 50% stream width, that can 

be removed with small non-power tools.  Moderate refers to a blockage of at least 50% 

of the river width that may or may not require the use of power tools and major is a large 

area of removal, blocking over 75% of the river that would definitely require the use of 

power tools.   

 

 With impediments to fish passage minor refers to an area that a fish could get 

around but would have to go out of its way, moderate refers to an area that smaller fish 

could not pass at all while larger fish would have to go out of their way and major refers 

to an area that even a large fish would have a hard time passing through. 

 

 Concerning siltation sources and deposits minor refers to an area less than 500 

cubic centimeters, moderate refers to an area greater than or equal to 500 cubic 

centimeters and less than 5000 cubic centimeters and major refers to an area greater 

than or equal to 5000 cubic centimeters. 

 

 In the case of brush mat areas minor refers to an area less than 10 square 

meters, moderate refers to an area greater than or equal to 10 square meters and less 
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than 30 square meters and major refers to an area greater than or equal to 30 square 

meters. 

 

 For fish spawning areas minor refers to an area with gravel bottom, knee high 

water level and slower moving water.  Moderate refers to an area with all of the minor 

elements as well as shade and major refers to an area with all of the moderate 

elements as well as undercut banks or nearby riffles. 

 

 For planting areas minor refers to an area less than 100 square meters, 

moderate refers to an area greater than or equal to 100 square meters and less than 

400 square meters and major refers to an area greater than or equal to 400 square 

meters. 

 

 For danger trees minor refers to a tree less than 20 cm DBH [diameter at breast 

height], moderate refers to a tree greater than or equal to 20 cm DBH but less than 30 

cm DBH and major refers to a tree greater than or equal to 30 cm DBH. 

 

 Road crossings were included under siltation sources and deposits as well as 

impediments to fish passage which deal with properly sized and installed culverts. 

 

 Certain areas of the watershed could not be accessed due to lack of landowner 

permission.  The survey was done however to over 80% of the river and this was felt to 

give an excellent picture of what the actual condition was.   
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RESULTS 

 

 Various positive areas were located on the Winter River for the different river 

survey criteria.  A total of 6 major fish habitat areas, 2 major springs and 4 major fish 

spawning areas were located [Table 1].  

 

Table 1.  The occurrences of positive areas of minor, moderate and major ratings in the 
Winter River-Tracadie Bay Watershed, created by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 

CRITERIA Minor Moderate Major Total 

Fish Habitat 2 3 6 11 

Springs 1 3 2 6 

Fish Spawning Areas 1 3 4 8 

Total 4 9 12 25 

 
 
 
 
 There were many areas on the Winter River that need work done on them for 

different reasons.  There were a total of 17 major blockages to flow, 3 major 

impediments to fish passage, 7 major siltation or runoff ares, 8 major brush mat areas, 6 

major planting areas and 4 major danger trees located on the Winter River [Table 2]. 
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Table 2.  The occurrences of minor, moderate and major rated areas that need work in 
the Winter River-Tracadie Bay Watershed, created by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 
2009. 

CRITERIA Minor Moderate Major Total 

Blockage to flow 27 40 17 84 

Impediments to Fish 
Passage 

5 3 3 11 

Siltation 2 10 7 19 

Brush Mat Areas 17 15 8 40 

Planting Areas 2 7 6 15 

Danger Trees 1 2 4 7 

Total 54 77 45 176 
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WILDLIFE 
 
 An amazing range of wildlife was found throughout the Winter River.  Various 

forms of wildlife found include, frogs, pileated woodpeckers, beavers, barred owls, 

ducks, geese, raccoons, osprey and ruffed grouse [Table 3, Figure 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5]. 

 
Table 3.  Various forms of wildlife found on the Winter River, created by Gauthier & 
Parkman, 19 May 2009. 

CRITERIA OCCURRENCES 

Frog Spawn Areas 9 

Wood Pecker Habitat 5 

Beaver Habitat 4 

Barred Owl Habitat 1 

Duck Habitat 6 

Goose Habitat 2 

Raccoon Habitat 2 

Osprey Habitat 1 

Ruffed Grouse Habitat 2 

GRAND TOTAL 32 
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Figure 1.  Frog spawn location, found widespread throughout most of the Winter River, 
especially near City Water Land, west of the Union Road, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 
May 2009. 
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Figure 2.  Two barred owls located in mature growth forest area between the East 
Suffolk and Suffolk Road on the Winter River, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 3.  An osprey and it’s nest located a few hundred meters from the west end of 
Officer’s Pond, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 4.  A beaver dam located at the southern end of the Hardy Mill Pond, by Gauthier 
& Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
 

 
Figure 5.  Beaver activity located a few hundred meters from the southern end of the 
Hardy Mill Pond, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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GARBAGE AND LITTER 

 There were a number of trash items and garbage found in the river.  Considering 

the size of the river and the proximity to human life there was a relatively small amount 

found.  There were a total of 51 garbage items found within the Winter River including 

old 5 gallon buckets, old car tire, cinder blocks, oil cans, etc. [Table 4, Figure 6, 7, & 8]. 

 

Table 4.  The occurrences of garbage and litter items found in the Winter River, created 
by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 

CRITERIA OCCURRENCES 

Buckets 5 

Cinder Blocks 3 

Creosote Logs 10 

Culverts 5 

Fencing (barbed, page & silt) 7 

Garbage Cans 2 

Oil Cans 1 

Rebar 2 

Tires 5 

Wooden Blocks (from logging) 11 

Total 51 
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Figure 6.  An old culvert lodged in the side of the Winter River found between the head 
of the tide and Tim’s Creek by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 7.  An old garbage can found on the bank of one of the feeder streams just south 
of the Pleasant Grove Road by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 8.  A pile of old tires in the river located between the southern end of the Hardy 
Mill Pond and the Union Road, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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FISH HABITAT 

 The north-eastern parts of the Winter River were determined to be better for fish 

habitat as more riffles, undercut, shade trees and rock bottom areas were found in this 

location [Figure 9].  This area included from the head of the tide at Tracadie bay, past 

Tim’s Creek all the way down to Officer’s Pond.  There was a lot less area dominated by 

speckled alder [Alnus rugosa] which was found widespread throughout the rest of the 

river. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Major fish habitat with a natural long digger log, good undercut on bank and 
some tree shade, found between the East Suffolk and Suffolk Road by Gauthier & 
Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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SPRINGS 
 
 Various springs were found throughout the Winter River, with more being found 

near the north-eastern portion of the watershed [Figure 10].  A total of 6 springs were 

found. 

 

 
Figure 10.  A moderate sized spring found on the Winter River before Officer’s Pond, by 
Gauthier and Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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FISH SPAWNING AREAS 
 
 Gudgeons and different species of minnow were spotted throughout the river as 

well as multiple schools of brook trout.  There were many locations with excellent rock 

bottom, good shade and clear clean water [Figure 11].  Surprisingly there were schools 

of brook trout found as far up river as City Water Land near the Brackley Point Road. 

 

 
Figure 11.  A major fish spawning area with calf high water, not too fast flowing, shade, 
undercut and beautiful rock bottom, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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BLOCKAGES TO FLOW 
 
 Some areas of the river were open and flowing well such as the areas 
 
further downriver near the head of the tide.  Other areas, such as west of Officer’s  
 
Pond, surrounding areas of the Hardy Mill Pond and especially the northern most fork of  
 
the river that meets with the Brackley Point road were dominated by thick raging 
 
speckled alder [Figure 12 & 13].   
 
 
 

 
Figure 12.  An alder dominated area of major blockage to flow located on City Water 
land west of the Union Road, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 13.  One of the few major blockage areas located near the head of the tide of the 
Winter River, by Gauthier & Parkman. 
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IMPEDIMENTS TO FISH PASSAGE 
 
 Some of the feeder streams were extremely blocked and one feeder stream  
 
down by City Water on the Suffolk Road even had its feeder culvert completed blocked  
 
by mud and earth [Figure 14].  The main impediments to fish passage were hung  
 
culverts but there were not a great deal of these throughout the river [Figure 15]. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 14.  A culvert to a feeder stream completely blocked by earth located on City 
Water land near the Suffolk Road, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 15.  A major hung culvert located on a dirt road passing a feeder stream south of 
the Pleasant Grove Road, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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SILTATION AND RUNOFF AREAS 
 
 There were two major areas of concern with runoff and siltation.  These areas  
 
were the feeder stream running into Tim’s Creek from the Suffolk Road and the feeder  
 
running into the Hardy Mill Pond from the Hardy Mill Road [Figure 16, 17, 18 & 19].   
 
There were also a number of moderate and minor sediment deposits throughout the  
 
entire river. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 16.  Major silt deposits accumulated from runoff from the Suffolk Road at Tim’s 
Creek, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 17.  Major silt deposit on a feeder stream into Tim’s Creek area by the Suffolk 
Road, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 18.  Only a 10 meter buffer zone from the edge of the water to the edge of the 
field near the feeder from the Hardy Mill Road to the Hardy Mill Pond, by Gauthier & 
Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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Figure 19.  The result of the poor buffer at the Hardy Mill, led to a major silt deposit, by 
Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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BRUSH MAT AREAS 
 
 Brush mats were varied in size and widespread throughout the entire watershed 

[Figure 20].  Major brush mat areas include the same ares as the major siltation and 

runoff areas stated in the previous section. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 20.  An example of a major brush mat area located on the Winter River between 
the East Suffolk and the Suffolk Road, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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PLANTING AREAS 
 
 Planting areas were varied in size and widespread throughout the entire 

watershed.  An area with major planting areas in particular was the middle most fork at 

the start of the river that ran through the Confederation Trail between the Brackley Point 

and the Union Road.  This area had major areas for planting such as some areas that 

were larger than 400 square meters right on the river side [Figure 21]. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 21.  A major planting area located between the Brackley Point and the Union 
Road, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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DANGER TREES 
 
 There were a total of 7 danger trees throughout the watershed.  For the most part 
 
these trees were rated dangerous because of their size, their lean, and the amount of  
 
rot and decay present [Figure 22]. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 22.  An example of a major danger tree, located between the head of the tide 
and Tim’s Creek, by Gauthier & Parkman, 19 May 2009. 
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GPS POINTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
GPS Point 

# 
Comments     

1 Plant area, wet, willow, alder and black spruce already growing, plant with red maple, silver 
maple, & yellow birch. 

    

2 Minor block to flow.  No chainsaw needed.     

3 Minor block to flow.  No chainsaw needed.     

4 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.     

5 Moderate brush mat area.  Can use brush from blockage removal for mat.     

6 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.  Also a brush mat area, use brush from blockage 
removal. 

    

7 Moderate silt deposit.  Use brush mat.     

8 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

9 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.  Minor silt deposit upstream, use brush mat.     

10 Major danger tree.  Chainsaw needed.     

11 Minor fish habitat.  Small riffles.     

12 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.  Could use logs for digger logs.   Frog spawn found in 
pool on bank. 

    

13 Old culvert lying in stream to be removed.     

14 Minor block to flow.  Speckled alders mostly.  Moderate brush mat area.     

15 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.  Logs and speckled alders.     

16 Minor block to flow.  Moderate fish habitat, natural digger log.  Moderate brush mat area 
upstream. 

    

17 Moderate brush mat area.  Minor block to flow.  Major fish habitat, large riffle.  Ground hemlock 
found, rich site indicator. 

    

18 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.  Major danger tree.       

19 Major fish spawning area.  Major brush mat area.     

20 Moderate danger tree.  Chainsaw needed.     

21 Moderate spring found.     

22 Major spring found.     

23 Minor block to flow.  No chainsaw needed.     

24 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.  Moderate/major brush mate area.     

25 Minor brush mat area.  Beaver chew on trees.     
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GPS Point 
# 

Comments     

26 Major fish habitat, digger log, etc.  Minor block to flow.  Old tire in stream.     

27 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.     

28 Minor danger tree.  15 cm wide.  Minor block to flow.     

29 Major danger tree.  Chainsaw needed.  Minor silt deposit.     

30 Minor block to flow.  No chainsaw needed.     

31 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

32 Moderate fish habitat, good riffle and shade.     

33 Moderate brush mat area.     

34 Major fish spawning area, calf high water, rock bottom, undercut.  Minor block to flow upstream.     

35 Broken wire fence in water.     

36 Two brush mats, one on either side, both moderate.     

37 Barred owl habitat, a pair spotted in large spruce and eastern hemlock, more mature forest.     

38 Major spring found.     

39 Moderate fish habitat.  Minor block to flow upstream.     

40 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed. Moderate size spring found upstream.     

41 Entire feeder stream up to East Suffolk road has moderate block to flow.  Small pond found in the 
middle with a mallard. 

    

42 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

43 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.      

44 Moderate spring found.  Lots of large eastern hemlock still in the area.  Moderate-major fish 
habitat as well. 

    

45 Major brush mat area.  Excellent fish spawning area, rock bottom, shade, undercut, proper flow, 
etc. 

    

46 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

47 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

48 Major fish habitat, riffle the entire width of stream, rock bottom, 50 cm deep.  Minor block to 
flow upstream. 

    

49 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.     

50 Major spring found.  Moderate block to flow.     

51 Side culvert has small rust & cracks on bottom, repair.  Silt deposit where culvert drainage hits 
river.  Minor block flow. 
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GPS Point 
# 

Comments     

52 Moderate fish habitat, good riffles & rock bottom.  Rebar in stream 5 feet long.  Minor block to 
flow.  Major brush mat area. 

    

53 Very slow water, swampy.  Mountain maple growing.  Fallen spruce all through to be removed.  
Chainsaw needed. 

    

54 Blocked culvert, sediment buildup, needs to be cleaned.  Water running over road 10 m north-
east.  Very silty water. 

    

55 Cement culvert in dry stream.  Minor blockage.     

56 Approx 10 geese on pond, very nice clean pond, lots of reeds, good flow.     

57 Feeder stream, mostly swampy 10 cm deep in most parts.  Alder swale.  Could use cleaning.     

58 Feeder stream, block with trees.  Major block to flow.     

59 Major plant area.  Speckled alder growing.  Plant with eastern white cedar, black spruce and 
silver maple. 

    

60 Major removal area.  Alders all through the area.  Heard beaver slapping tail.     

61 Moderate plant area. Red osier dogwood, alder & cherries growing, white spruce on edges. Plant 
with red maple and cedar. 

    

62 Deep water, over head in channel, minor block to flow with alders.  Remove what you can reach.     

63 Major plant area.  Plant with black cherry and red maple, too sunny of an area for eastern 
hemlock and even yellow birch. 

    

64 Fork in the river.     

65 Old buckets in river.  Still in the alder swale.  Major plant area.  Same species.     

66 Major block to flow.  Mostly alders.  Cherries all through with black knot fungus.  Do not plant 
cherry near fungus areas. 

    

67 Small fork in river.     

68 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.  Piece of rebar in stream.     

69 Major sediment deposit on farm field edge.  Old wire fence  and cinder block in river.     

70 Young eastern white cedar planted all through on south side growing quite well, no disease, 
strong leaders. 

    

71 Orchard just up ahead, restricted area.     

72 Barbed wire fence in feeder stream.  Small feeder stream 50 cm wide by 40 cm deep.  Garbage 
can and garbage in woods. 

    

73 Major impediment to fish passage, hung culvert.  Metal post in culvert.  Moderate block to flow 
as well. 
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GPS Point 
# 

Comments     

74 Yellow house on corner of Hardy Mill.  Said river rises in spring to 15 m of house, not a problem 
though. 

    

75 Beaver dam at end of Hardy Mill Pond.  1 m high by 5 m wide.     

76 Poplar blowdown across feeder at Hardy Mill Road.  Major block to flow. Major impediment to 
fish passage, shovel out. 

    

77 Major silt deposit.  Moderate block to flow, windthrown spruce.     

78 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.  Major silt deposit.     

79 Moderate plant area.  Plant yellow birch and cherry. By farm field, will enhance buffer.  Ostrich 
fern found, rich site indicator. 

    

80 Only a 10 m buffer here.  Runoff 10 m wide.  Plant crucial here, red maple, yellow birch and 
easter hemlock in shady areas. 

    

81 Moderate block to flow, mainly alders.     

82 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.  Beaver sign by dam.     

83 Beaver home, 5 m by 5 m.     

84 The beginnings of a beaver dam, 50% of stream width.  10 m long by 2 m wide.     

85 Stream bottom changes from mud to rock.  Creosote logs in water to be removed.  Moderate fish 
spawning area. 

    

86 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.     

87 Old culvert in stream to be removed. 3m long.  Pile of old tires in stream to be removed.  Large 
steel culvert with great flow. 

    

88 Minor block to flow.  No chainsaw needed.     

89 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.  Stream bottom changes back to milky mud again.     

90 Minor brush mat area.  Lots of alders to use for the brush mat.     

91 Minor brush mat area.  Lots of alders to use for the brush mat.     

92 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

93 Minor brush mat area.  Moderate block to flow.  Moderate danger tree.     

94 Minor brush mat area.     

95 Moderate block to flow from alders all through this area.     

96 Nice rock bottom again.  Major fish spawning area, rock bottom, shade and deep undercut all 
through. 

    

97 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

98 Beautiful 12 m tall eastern white cedar found in this area, a real shock!     
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99 Raccoon track.  Minor spring found.     

100 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.  Major fish spawning area, shade, rock bottom.  
Major brush mat area. 

    

101 Moderate plant area.  Plant with eastern white cedar, red maple, eastern hemlock and yellow 
birch. 

    

102 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.  Moderate fish spawning area.     

103 Minor brush mat area.  Moderate fish habitat area, good undercut.     

104 Moderate brush mat area.     

105 Minor fish habitat area, small riffles.  Numerous minor brush mats.  Minor block to flow, use the 
cut alders for brush mats. 

    

106 Frog spawn.     

107 Moderate block to flow.  Mainly from alders.  Moderate fish habitat area.     

108 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.     

109 Minor brush mat area.  Moderate block to flow.     

110 Beaver activity on poplar.     

111 Moderate brush mat area.  Can use brush from blockage removal for mat.  Major block to flow 
from alders. 

    

112 Major block to flow from alders.     

113 Fork in the river.  Major block to flow from alders.  Mud bottom, ankle to knee deep muddy 
water. 

    

114 Major brush mat area.     

115 Three culverts on one road, illegal by the forest roads of NB regulations.  Also have incorrect 
steep slope.  FIX this problem. 

    

116 Major block to flow.  Grass growing all through water.     

117 Minor block to flow on far end of concrete culvert.     

118 Beaver activity and eastern white cedar growing again, a real treat for this part of the island.     

119 Major block to flow, mainly from alders.  Chainsaw very helpful.     

120 Minor brush mat area.     

121 Logs grown over with grass across width of stream, blocking flow and impeding fish passage.     

122 Hawk spotted in the distance, possibly a red-shouldered hawk.  Frog spawn found.     

123 Natural differ log.  Major block to flow upstream.     

124 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     
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125 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

126 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.  Natural digger log found.     

127 Large beaver dam backing up water for just over one hundred meters.     

128 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

129 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.     

130 Multiple schools of brook trout swimming, surprisingly after the beaver dam.     

131 Minor impediment fish passage, minor hung culvert. Culvert blocked at end.  Rocks block river 
flow 80% width. Hobo camp. 

    

132 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.  Old silt fence found broken lying in stream.     

133 Ruffed grouse found here.  Stream has good rock bottom and is clear, moderate fish habitat.     

134 Old culvert lying in stream to be removed.  Blocked culvert impeding fish passage.  Moderate 
block to flow from alders. 

    

135 Moderate plant area. Brambles growing.  Plant yellow birch and hemlock.  Open area, cherry and 
alder growing as well. 

    

136 Major plant area. Open by farm field.  Plant white spruce, eastern hemlock and cherry where 
there is no black knot. 

    

137 Massive plant area.  Plant same species as previous 2 points.  Culverts in water, garbage as well.  
Spruce dominated area. 

    

138 Small pond.     

139 Buffer zone only 10 m wide here.  Minor block to flow.  Campsite found here.     

140 Minor block to flow.  No chainsaw needed.     

141 Moderate plant area.  One foot high bank from water level.  Could plant eastern white pine here, 
sandier and a little drier soil. 

    

142 Bad alders growing again, remove them.     

143 Old creosote logs in stream.     

144 Major block to flow.  Chainsaw needed.       

145 Numerous minor brush mats.     

146 Minor brush mat area.     

147 Numerous minor brush mats.     

148 Raccoon tracks.     

149 Large cedar found, great site! Many moderate brush mats from moderate silt deposits. Moderate 
block to flow. 
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150 Minor brush mat area.     

151 Major block to flow from alders.  Culvert has some blockage in it.     

152 Moderate block to flow.  Chainsaw helpful.     

153 Culvert below stream bed level by 20 cm, needs to be fixed.  Old wire fence through river.     

154 Murky water from major sediment deposit.     

155 Hung culvert, moderate impediment to fish passage.     

156 Moderate plant area.  Alder, cherry and white spruce growing.  Plant with eastern white pine and 
red maple. 

    

157 Wire fence through stream.     

158 Major plant area.  Plant with same species as previous plant point as well as white spruce.     

159 Minor impediment to fish passage from minor hung culvert.     

160 Moderate plant area plant with same species as previous two plant points.     

161 Minor block to flow.  Water is nice and clear though still.     

162 Moderate block to flow from branches of fallen trees.     

163 Culvert with broken top, needs to be fixed, could wash out in heavy flow.     

164 Multiple moderate and major silt deposits, brush mat these areas.     

165 Multiple moderate and major silt deposits, brush mat these areas.     

166 Minor brush mat area.  Major block to flow, use chainsaw.     

167 Minor brush mat area and minor block to flow all through this area, mainly from alders.     

168 Multiple minor brush mats.  Minor block to flow from alders.     

169 Major block to flow from brush blocking 80% of stream width, remove this.     

170 Minor impediment to fish passage from minor hung culvert.  Some road erosion as well here.     

171 Major fish habitat.  50 cm undercut, rock bottom, shade.       

172 Broken top culvert, needs to be fixed.     

173 Tim’s Creek feeder stream need brush mats, multiple moderates and minors.  Minor block to flow 
at this point. 

    

174 Major silt deposit.  Moderate block to flow.     

175 Cut blocks in stream from logging.     

176 Runoff from road going into stream, very bad here.     

177 Runoff from road.  Garbage & old tire in stream and culvert.   Moderate fish passage impediment 
in culvert blockage. 
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178 Major danger tree, leaning poplar, need chainsaw.  Moderate block to flow.  Whole stream should 
be cleared and matted. 

    

179 Extremely bad runoff here.     

180 Minor spring found.     

181 Major hung culverts, major impediment to fish passage.     
 


